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Abstract Comprehensive observations of shallow convection at the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement
Southern Great Plains site are carefully analyzed to study the macrophysical and dynamical properties of
active and forced cumuli separately and investigate their relationship to the subcloud layer turbulent
structure. Clearly, active clouds possess stronger dynamics and greater horizontal extent than their forced
counterpart. As previously reported, upper level stability and relative humidity do control the predominance
of active clouds. While cloud cover remains difficult to associate to mixed-layer parameters (small correlation
coefficients), mixed-layer top vertical velocity skewness, and coherent updraft fraction most significantly
correlate to cumulus cloud cover and especially the portion attributed to active clouds; both of which are not
currently considered in shallow cloudiness parameterizations. This study also points to several factors that
continue to limit our ability to adequately sample shallow cumuli and suggests that forward models will be
necessary to bridge observations and model outputs.

1. Introduction

Fair-weather cumuli often form over land during the warm season when surface thermals overshoot the
lifting condensation level (forced cumuli). Less frequently do these thermals posses enough energy to
develop significant vertical extent (active cumuli) [Stull, 1985]. Active cumuli exert a larger influence on the
boundary layer evolution than their forced counterparts due to their ability to enhance the vertical
transport of moisture, heat, and momentum [Ahlgrimm and Forbes, 2012]. Generally, the small size of
cumulus clouds and their strong link to the subcloud layer complicate their representation in numerical
models [e.g., Lenderink et al., 2004] as well as their holistic observation [e.g., Chandra et al., 2013].

The formation and vertical development of shallow cumuli is influenced by surface fluxes, boundary layer
stability, and relative humidity [Zhu and Albrecht, 2003]. Zhang and Klein [2013; hereafter ZK13] observed
the daily effect of boundary-layer thermodynamics on-cloud vertical extent and Berg and Kassianov [2008]
on-cloud fraction both using the popular generic Active remote sensing of clouds Value-added product
(VAP) [Clothiaux et al., 2001].

Boundary layer dynamics can be parameterized through mass flux and probability density function based
schemes, which require some estimate of mixed-layer vertical velocity [e.g., Bretherton et al., 2004; Lappen
and Randall, 2001; Golaz et al., 2002; Sušelj et al., 2012]. Large eddy simulations suggest that clouds are
generated from the strongest subcloud layer updrafts, which are believed to be larger, undiluted, and
most likely to penetrate the lifting condensation level [Zhu and Albrecht, 2003]. Yet the links between
subcloud and cloud base dynamics as well as cloud extent have not been extensively documented by
observational studies which tend to be limited to either the subcloud layer [e.g., Ansmann et al., 2010;
Miao et al., 2006; Chandra et al., 2010; Hogan et al., 2009] or the cloud layer [e.g., Chandra et al., 2013]. This
limitation can be attributed to the inability of any one conventional sensor to sample both mixed-layer
and cloud layer air motion tracers (i.e., both aerosols and droplets) and/or to the presence of interfering
targets (i.e., insects). This encourages the use of sophisticated instrument synergy to develop robust
holistic observational statistics.

Eventually, all parameterizations schemes will have to rely on robust observational data sets from both island-
based observing facilities [e.g., Ghate et al., 2011; Lamer et al., 2015; Kollias and Albrecht, 2010] and continental
sites to evaluate their performance. The U.S. Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation Measurement
Program (ARM) Southern Great Planes site (SGP) is one of the best instrumented ground-based facilities
and the recent designation of this site as a test bed for routine large eddy simulations prompts this study.
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While not the first of its kind, the presented analysis differs in many ways. Here cumuli are treated as an
ensemble of active and forced and each cloud-type characteristics are estimated separately every hour.
The observational period, albeit short (2011–2014), has not been used in the past and contains
information from a new suite of high-resolution sensors and VAPs. In short, the use of the SGP Doppler
Lidar (DL) observations provides a wealth of information on the subcloud layer and cloud base
dynamics and their relationship. Also, the radar used is more sensitive and the methodology for
identifying insects above the cloud base height (CBH) is more comprehensive than any previous
methodology. Finally, the infrequent soundings usually used to determine the thermodynamic
structure of the boundary layer are substituted for the Raman lidar vertical profiles VAP and the
merged-sounding VAP.

Despite the advantages provided by these sensors, observational limitations remain which are quantified in
section 2.1. Section 3.1 discusses how deep (active) shallow cumuli are both bigger and more vigorous than
their shallow (forced) counterparts. In section 3.2. we explain how boundary layer thermodynamics control
the presence of active clouds, while subcloud dynamics are more significantly related to cloud cover
(section 3.3). A summary of the main findings is provided in section 4 and a list of acronyms in section 5.

2. Observations and Challenges

The data used in this study were collected at the SGP Central facility located on 160 acres of cattle pasture and
wheat fields southeast of Lamont, Oklahoma [Stokes and Schwartz, 1994; Mather and Voyles, 2013].
All instruments presented below are located within 100m of each other such that their synergistic use is
reasonable [Chandra et al., 2013]. Note that all data beyond 5 km height are disregarded.

1. Ceilometer cloud base detections collected every 16 s are used to isolate individual clouds, determine
their duration, and produce hourly-averaged estimates of cloud cover (CC) defined as the fraction of time
in an hour where clouds are overhead and CBH.

2. The Merged-sounding VAP horizontal wind speed profiles [Troyan, 2012] are averaged hourly and inter-
polated to the DL range resolution in order to convert observed time overhead the sensors to horizontal
distance (i.e., chord length).

3. The convective velocity scale (w*) is estimated according to Stull [1988] using hourly surface flux estimates
from the Energy balance Bowen ratio system.

4. Individual cloud maximum liquid water path (LWP) is extracted from the Microwave radiometer (MWR)
30 s resolution LWP series adjusted to ensure zero hourly-averaged clear sky LWP.

5. Hourly-averaged profiles of virtual potential temperature (θv) based on the Raman lidar vertical profiles
VAP (75m vertical resolution; https://www.arm.gov/data/vaps/rlprof/10rlprofbe1turn) are used to deter-
mine mixed-layer top height (MLH) defined as the maximum height below CBH where dθv/dz is less than
0.75 K km�1. In addition, the environmental stability defined as the gradient of potential temperature
300m above the highest cloud top is estimated and so is the mixed-layer mean relative humidity.

6. Zenith DL observations of vertical velocity are available at a temporal resolution of 1.2 s and range resolution
of 30m. Noise present in this data set is filtered in two steps: First, data with signal-to-noise ratio below
1 are removed, then, every three consecutive DL range gates, observations beyond five standard
deviations of the mean are also filtered out. Subsequently, the moments of the vertical velocity field
are estimated (1) for each cloud at the closest range gate to the CBH, (2) hourly at the MLH (3) for each
nonnegligible coherent structure in the mixed layer. Coherent structures in the mixed layer are isolated
using a velocity threshold of 0.1meters per second (m s�1) as in Ansmann et al. [2010]. For each
structure, horizontal extent is estimated every range gate, while vertical extent is estimated every
time step. Consequently, only the maximum extents are used to identify structures of interest
(structure with extents larger than 5% CBH).

7. A significant feature (i.e. insects, clouds, and precipitation) mask is generated for the Ka-band ARM Zenith
Radar (KAZR) 3.7 s, 30m resolution observations using the Hildebrand and Sekhon [1974] technique. Using
the ceilometer as an adamant indicator of the location of clouds, significant radar features below and
between ceilometer returns can be labeled as insects. Moreover, for hours where insect layers are present
between clouds at cloud level, all radar echoes are deemed suspicious and classified as inside insect
layers. For all remaining radar features, above every ceilometer cloud base, the highest echo is used to
estimate the cloud top height and cloud top reflectivity.
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2.1. Challenges in Observing
Shallow Cumuli at the SGP

This study focuses on the summer
(May–September), daytime periods of
2011–2013 and partially 2014. Five
criteria are used to select fair-weather
cumulus hours: (1) CC 3–60%, (2) lack
of stratiform clouds (cloud duration
< 20 min), (3) absence of rain (reflec-
tivity < 0 dBZ), (4) absence of deep
convection (cloud top < 4 km), and
(5) absence of insects above CBH.
The ceilometer and KAZR are used to
test these criteria every hour below
5km height.

In total, 525 h satisfy the first four
criteria. Unfortunately, not all 525h
(3461 cumuli) are suitable for further
analysis. Insects flying above the CBH
(fifth criteria) may create fictitiously
high cloud tops in 59% of the cumuli
observed by the radar (Figure 1a white
bar). The omnipresence of insects in
the boundary layer at the SGP was pre-
viously documented [Chandra et al.,
2013; Luke et al., 2008] but is worth
mentioning again due to its profound
implications for shallow cloud studies.
Besides cloud top, insects may affect
radar reflectivity and Doppler velocity
throughout the lowest part of the
clouds as indicated by a subset of
KAZR linear depolarization ratio obser-
vations (not shown) and that even if
“insect cases” are filtered. As such, we
advice that future analyses estimating
air motion, microphysical quantities,
or even cloud aspect ratio using
cloud radar observations should be
conducted with diligence.

The 1401 cumuli outside insect layers
have low reflectivity due to their small
droplet sizes characteristic of polluted
continental clouds, which further
impedes their detection by KAZR. The
KAZR (Figure 1a light grey line) reports
no hydrometeor echoes in 37% of these
ceilometer-detected clouds (Figure 1a
black line). A histogram of the maxi-
mum cloud top reflectivity of the 882
cumuli observed by the KAZR reveals
that any radar with a sensitivity below
�43dBZ at 2 kmwould miss to observe

kgm-2

Figure 1. Statistics for individual cumuli. (a) LWP frequency of occur-
rence (FOO) for all clouds as observed by the ceilometer (black) and
portion of clouds observed by the radar (grey). Also indicated are clouds
buried in insect layers (white) and clouds undetected by the microwave
radiometer (negative LWP). The figure includes cumulative distribution
functions (CDF) for clouds outside insect layers (lines). (b) Cloud top
maximum reflectivity FOO (bar). (c) Overpass time FOO (bar); both
including CDF (line). (d) Scatter of cloud thickness versus LWP including
an adiabatic estimate. Subpanels I–III are statistics for the active
(dark grey) and forced (white) cloud groups. The circle marks the mean,
the box indicates the interquartile range surrounding the median line,
whiskers extend to the 5th and 95th percentiles, extreme values if any
are plotted as dots.
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another 50% of the nonprecipitating cumulus field at the SGP (Figure 1b). This adds considerable
challenges for off-zenith (three-dimensional) cloud observations using scanning cloud radars [Lamer
et al., 2013; Kollias et al., 2014].

Furthermore, the limited time these clouds spend overhead profiling instruments creates a possible partial-beam
filling issue for the MWR (5° beam width≈30 s sampling frequency). Twenty-seven percent of the cumuli
sampled by the ceilometer are overhead for less than 30 s (Figure 1c). This could explain why the MWR cannot
report reliable LWP for 25% of the cumulus cases outside insect layer (Figure 1a on the negative x axis).

Despite the aforementioned challenges, 1401 cumuli are analyzed here. A scatterplot of cloud thickness
versus LWP is shown in Figure 1d. The observations scatter around an average liquid water content
adiabatic rate of increase of 1.4 gm�3 km�1 (Γadi) and a 0.4° of adiabaticity (fadi) [Wood, 2006].

3. Results
3.1. The Differences of Active and Forced Cumuli

Unlike to previous studies, each hour is considered as a possible ensemble of forced clouds, merely neutral
thermal overshoots, and buoyant active clouds able to generate secondary circulations and enhanced
boundary layer mixing. As such, each individual cloud within an hour is classified using a thickness threshold
of 300m; active clouds being deeper than this threshold and forced clouds shallower. This technique is
similar to the daily classification proposed by ZK13 and a sensitivity study was conducted to ensure its
suitability to the finer temporal resolution data used here. Also, ceilometer-detected clouds undetected by
the radar are assumed to be shallow and are classified as forced. Each hour, once the characteristics of every
cloud are determined, the hourly-mean characteristics of each cloud type are computed. The hourly statistics
are aggregated in three time periods for which we display the quartiles. In addition, Student t statistics are
used to test if active clouds are significantly different from the main population (forced; Table 1).

Table 1. Hourly Cloud Characteristics and Correlations (R) to Cloud Thicknessa

aResults that fail a 95% (90%) Student t test are marked by a diagonal line (X mark).
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Unlike forced cumuli (41.5% of the time), active cumuli rarely (8% of the time) present themselves as the only
form of convection. The remaining 50.5% of the time active cumuli form alongside forced cumuli. This mixture
of cumulus types creates a fairly stable median CC around 12.5%, highest (14.2%) at 15:00. When occurring
concurrently active clouds contribute 65% of the CC and thus more than forced clouds, which could be
explained by their larger chord length. The chord length of the forced cumuli is fairly constant 384–484m
while that of active cumuli increase throughout the day from 820 to 1548m. In addition, on average, the
radar detected active clouds are three times as thick as their forced counterpart (473 versus 159m,
respectively). Cumulus aspect ratio, depth over length, reduced over the course of the afternoon starting
about 0.34/0.61 (forced/active) and ending about 0.21/0.39; Even though active clouds systematically have
higher aspect ratio both cumulus types have ratio below one indicating pancake like clouds. These figures
differ significantly from previous SGP cumulus studies that report active cumuli with aspect ratio about 2
[Chandra et al., 2013; ZK13]. Such results could only be reproduced if considering all echoes above
ceilometer as clouds and as such ignoring the presence of invasive insect layers.

The cumuli at SGP form a little more than 100m above the MLH within the inversion layer. On average active
cumuli tend to form 223m lower than forced cumuli hinting to their preference for moister boundary layers.
At CBH, their velocity statistics differ significantly. Note that these differences are more pronounced in early
afternoon and diminish over the course of the day (Table 1). Updrafts cover 8–10%more area in active clouds.
The differences in mean updraft/downdraft velocity between active and forced cumuli are larger during
12:00–16:00 (1.0/�0.8 and 0.6/�0.6m s�1, respectively). Also, maximum velocities amplitudes are at least
of 40% larger in active clouds. Examination of the diurnal cycle of each cumulus type indicates that active
cumuli maintain the strength of their updrafts through 16:00 which then lose intensity drastically (in a way
similar to w*), while their downdrafts are stronger around 13:00 and lose intensity slowly during the day.
Alternatively, forced cumuli draft intensity remains very stable and is of similar amplitude for up and down
motions. Finally, all clouds considered, maximum updraft velocity is found to have the largest correlation to
thickness (R=0.41) but no attempt is made here to use this parameter to infer thickness [Zheng et al., 2015].

3.2. Factors Controlling the Formation of Active Clouds

In an attempt to predict the presence of active clouds from environmental conditions, hours without active
clouds are averaged to capture the forced cumuli environmental characteristics (white columns) while hours
where at least one third of the customary CC (i.e., 5%) can be attributed to the presence of active clouds are
averaged to capture the active cumuli environmental conditions (shaded columns) (Table 2). Once again,
quartiles are displayed for each 3 h group and Student t statistics are be used to determine if the active set
is significantly different than the forced set.

As was previously acknowledged, the environmental stability is ~2 K km�1 smaller when active clouds form
(ZK13). Environmental stability varies around 4/6 K km�1 (active/forced) with it largest value 5/7 K km-1 about
15:00. Another result in agreement with literature is a 4–6% mixed-layer relative humidity enhancement
when active clouds are detected which is consistent with the observed CBH differences.

Sensible heat flux (SHF) values do not change significantly across the different shallow convection modes.
Alternately, smaller latent heat flux (LHF) around 15:00 is observed for active cloud periods. Despite the
relatively similar fluxes associated to active and forced cumuli, their median Bowen ratios show significant
differences as well as large variability during the day (for forced clouds: 2.9, 1.7, and 1.0 at 13:00, 15:00,
and 17:00, respectively), which follows from the SHF reaching its maximum value at 13:00, while the LHF at
15:00. What is more, w* daytime evolution follows that of the SHF. Also at 15:00 and 17:00 w* during
active cumuli is found to be significantly higher than that reported for forced cumulus periods.

Most vertical velocity statistics estimated at the MLH have very little skill at predicting the presence of active
cumuli. The significant quantities for active clouds: higher updraft fraction (at 13:00; 39 versus 35%), lower
mean downdraft velocity (at 15:00, 0.59 versus 0.69m s�1), higher skewness (at 15:00, 0.90 versus 0.76),
higher mean updraft velocity (at 17:00, 0.55 versus 0.50m s�1), Even if insignificantly different, all other
reported quantities are useful for model validation. If we explore their diurnal cycle, MLH updrafts
maintain their strength from 13:00 to 16:00 then weaken while downdraft strength reduces progressively
throughout the afternoon. These trends are similar to the ones observed at the base of active clouds.
In the same spirit, updraft fraction temporal variations are on the order of 3%. Lastly, MLH skewness is
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largest at 15:00 and smallest at 17:00 [Chandra et al., 2010]. Note that the amplitudes reported by Chandra
et al. [2010] are much smaller (~ �0.2–0.3 versus ~ 0.4–0.9), this could be attributed to their using adjusted
insect motion for air motion. Given that the magnitude we report is consistent with other DL studies
[Ansmann et al., 2010; Hogan et al., 2009], we advice to hold off from using insects to derive high-order
statistics of the vertical air motion field.

In addition to MLH statistics considering all vertical motions, the role of vertical velocity coherent structures in
the subcloud layer is investigated. In particular, the coverage of penetrating clear-air coherent structures
at the MLH is estimated. By penetrating we mean the ones with base within the mixed layer and top
above the mixed layer. It appears that during early afternoon hours, periods with higher penetrating
coherent updraft fraction at the MLH contain active clouds (Table 2). Not only this but a clear relationship
between the size of the coherent structures and their mean vertical velocity is found (Figure 2). Wider or
deeper coherent structures contain higher mean vertical velocities. This suggests that wider coherent
structures are more likely to form active clouds [Zhu and Albrecht, 2003]. This is also in agreement with the
observed differences in cloud chord length and mean updraft velocity of active and forced clouds (grey
and white whisker boxes, Figure 2a). Besides this, updrafts of the same horizontal or vertical extent contain
higher magnitude velocities than their downdraft counterparts (Figure 2 blue and red solid lines)
[Ansmann et al., 2010]. This is consistent with the positive skewness of the vertical velocity field
throughout the subcloud layer. About 80% of the coherent updraft structures have width normalized by
CBH 0.25 or less (Figure 2a blue dashed line). This result, even if sensitive to the criteria used to isolate
drafts, compares well with previous aircraft observational studies that found exponential [Miao et al., 2006]

Table 2. Environmental Factors for Active Periods (Active Cumulus Cover> 5%) and Forced Periods (Active Cumulus Cover = 0%)a

aResults that fail a 95% (90%) Student t test are marked by a diagonal line (X mark).
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or lognormal [Greenhut and Singh Khalsa, 1982; Young, 1988] plume width distributions. Similarly, 80% of
them have depth normalized by CBH 0.35 or less (Figure 2b blue dashed line). In addition, we find a strong
preference for coherent updraft structures to originate near the surface (~36%) and vanish above the MLH
(~17%; not shown) the same can be said for downdraft coherent structures which is consistent with long-
standing understanding of the boundary layer structure.

3.3. Factors Controlling Cloud Cover

Here correlative relationships are compute between (1) hourly total CC (light grey column), (2) the portion
due to active cumuli (dark grey) when present, and (3) forced cumuli (white) when present against a
number of surface, mixed-layer and MLH thermodynamic and dynamic parameters (Table 3). P values are
used to determine the significance of the correlations.

While the surface heat fluxes are not significantly correlated with CC, w* is negatively correlated with the
active and forced CC but not significantly with the total CC suggesting that different modes of shallow
convection posses different relationships to the surface. Above the surface, the mixed-layer mean relative
humidity is positively related to the total CC, however, this relationship breaks down if CC is separated into
its components. Alternatively, environmental stability positively relates to all portions of the CC, which
suggests that the more stable the environment the higher the cumulus cover is no matter what the mode
of convection is.

At the MLH, mean downdraft velocity and velocity variance have little to no skill at predicting CC. The better
parameters are, in decreasing order: Penetrating coherent updraft fraction (Ractive = 0.32), velocity skewness
(Ractive = 0.28), mean updraft velocity (Ractive = 0.23), and updraft fraction (Ractive = 0.20). All correlations are
stronger with the active CC than with either the total or forced CC yet none of the correlations exceed
0.32, which reinforced the idea that cumulus clouds are controlled by a large set of parameters.

4. Summary

This study introduces for first time a breakdown of hourly cloud cover (CC) into its active and forced
shallow cumulus components and treats each cloud type separately. This separation is undertaken
based on the hypothesis that these different fair-weather cumulus types result from different subcloud
layer processes and generate different cloud circulations. The nearly constant CC at SGP (~12.5%) is
created by an ensemble of active and forced clouds more frequently (58–56%) during early afternoon
and less frequently (36%) during late afternoon when forced clouds tend to be the preferred mode of
convection. Active cumuli are 2–3 times wider. This agrees well with our finding that wider subcloud
layer coherent structures contain stronger updrafts. It is evident that active clouds are more vigorous
and their updrafts and downdrafts are not in balance. Ultimately, the thermodynamic structure of the
boundary layer dictates the mode of convection: Larger (4–6%) mixed-layer averaged relative humidity
and smaller (2 K km�1) upper level (300m above cloud top) environmental stability are observed during

Figure 2. Statistics of coherent updrafts (blue) and downdrafts (red) (a) Cumulative distribution function of coherent draft
width normalized by cloud base height (CBH) (dashed lines; right-hand side Y axis) and relationship with mean draft
velocity normalized byw* (solid lines: median/shading: Interquartile range; left-hand side Y axis). Also included are statistics
of cumuli: chord length normalized by CBH (horizontal boxes) and mean updraft velocity at cloud base normalized by w*
(vertical boxes; same display as Figure 1). (b) Using depth rather than width.
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active clouds periods. While the dynamic structure of the mixed layer is very similar regardless of the
presence or absence of active cumuli its characteristics vary according to CC. Updraft fraction (0.2) and
updraft velocity (0.2) as well as vertical velocity skewness (0.3) and coherent updraft fraction (0.3) at the
MLH significantly correlate to CC and especially the portion attributed to active clouds when they are
present. The latter two parameters are not currently considered in shallow cloudiness parameterizations.
These weak correlations suggest that the parameterization of shallow cumulus cloud is challenging. The
inclusion of additional parameters could improve the prediction of fair-weather cumulus properties,
however, future studies are required to quantify their value.

The current study also raises significant concerns about our ability to characterize the full fair-weather
cumulus population at the SGP and its outcome will influence the final configuration of the SGP megasite.
While lidars can provide reliable subcloud and cloud base measurements, the same cannot be said for all
microwave sensors. The LWP from the MWR is underestimated in 25% of the cumuli outside insect layers
due to nonuniform beam filling. In addition, the presence of insects and the low radar reflectivity of
cumuli pose a considerable detection challenge for the radar especially at the SGP a continental site where
droplet sizes are expected to be small and where insects are present near and above cloud base. Insects
are bias tracers of air motion and more fundamentally, if misclassified for clouds they can create cloud
thickness bias. We determined that only 25% of the clouds detected by the ceilometer can be properly
sized by the KAZR. All these complications suggest that continental observation and model output
intercomparisons would require careful conditional sampling using instrument forward models.
Nevertheless, the statistics provided in this study provide robust observational targets for continental
shallow convection modeling studies.

5. List of Acronyms

ARM Atmospheric radiation measurement program
CBH Cloud base height
CC Cloud cover
DL Doppler lidar

KAZR Ka-band ARM zenith radar
LHF Latent heat flux
LWP Sensible heat flux
MLH Mixed-layer top height

Table 3. Correlation Coefficients (R) Relative to Hourly Total Cloud Cover [CC] and to the Breakdown Between Active and
Forced Cumuli Cloud Cover When Presenta

aResults with p value greater than 5% (10%) are marked by a diagonal line (X mark).
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MWR Microwave radiometer
SGP Southern great planes site
SHF Sensible heat flux
VAP Value-added product
ZK13 Zhang and Klein [2013]
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